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a rifle bullet But the best projec-
tion lies in the terrific speed. At
125 to 150 miles an hour a
plane up 1,000 or 5,000 feet is an
elusive target.

The Italians have given the war
plane its only real test, against
the Turks, and the ease with
which they drop bombs into
camps and troops proved the air
fighter's efficiency.

But bombs, even the most pow-
erful, are not effective against
modern forts. Their destructive
radius is too limited.

The most effective weapon is
liquid fire. A gasolene bomb
which bursts into flame upon im-

pact is the terrible weapon pro-
posed for the aerial navy. A rain
of these would quickly destroy a
city.

Equipped with a noiseless en-

gine, which is the next forward
step, with a searchlight flashing
for a second and then disappear-
ing, an aeroplane at night, travel-
ing 125 miles an hour, offers a
poor target, while battleship,
cruiser or unprotected city lies at
its mercy.

The great value of the sky
squadron lies in its mobility. It
may be 500 miles away and de-

struction from the heights of
their invisible air lanes, darting
away with the opeed of the wind
when their work is completed.

The recent flight of Hirth, in
a Rumpler monoplane, 380 miles
from Berlin to Vienna with a pas-
senger in seven hours, was a
striking demonstration.

The American defender of the
Gordon Bennet cup a composite

product of Jthe brains of-- Wright,
Curtlss and Burgess is guaran-
teed to fly.125-miles.a- n hour. The
engine is a 'French rotary 160-hor- se

power and cost $8,257.
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A STICKER.
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At problems and figures
'Willie s a peach ; -

But he, can't figure-ou- t

A figure of speech.
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Doctor Look here, my friend,
don't keep calleing me "Bill." It
me "doctor."
isn't my name. You should call

Ex-Patie-nt I know it, r3oc
But "Bill".always seems so
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